
Four Big Skills in Critical Reading So Far this year…. 
For a more complete reading of these, take a look at the blog entries related to our Foster Presentations 
 
1. Reading for DETAIL  

Perrine says Stay in the Flashlight ! The best interpretations meet two criteria: (a) Account for all the details, be 
contradicted by none and (b) When multiple interpretations exist, the best is the most economical (relies on the fewest 
assumptions outside the text) 

 
 
2. Reading for SYMBOL 

“Meals” !communion, reveal the quality of relationships 
 
Violence !intimate, no accidental violence in literature (author creates it on purpose), functions symbolically and 
thematically 
 
Mean it? !Yes. (1) Takes more time to write than read,  (2)writers are readers absorbing literary tradition consciously & 
unconsciously(3) “Intentions” don’t matter anyhow 

 
Season !predictable symbols: spring = youth, rebirth, childhood, innocence, summer=adulthood, passion, romance, 
fulfillment, fall= decline, loss, middle age, tiredness OR harvest, winter= old age, resentment, death 
 
It’s all Sex ! (1) Bowls, chalices, rolling hills – female sexuality; (2)swords, guns, tall buildings – male sexuality; (3) 
climbing stairs, rocking horses, curtains, waves – sex acts 
 
Except Sex !Reveals the quality of relationships (like meals). Sex in literature = sacrifice, psychological neediness, violence, 
rebellion, resignation, supplication, enlightenment, domination, etc. 
 
Marks !are personal, historical, cultural & mythic. They can (1)reveal character/moral deformities, (2)differentiate 
characters, esp. heroes,  (3)represent the damage life inflicts or the destruction of a character’s possibilities 
 
Baptism ! Characters who get plunged in water (or jump or dive or walk themselves into water) and then survive (don’t 
drown) are experiencing a death of some kind, then a re-birth and a new identity—essentially a baptism. 

 
Weather ! If a writer talks about weather, chances are it’s symbolic. Rain can be cleansing or dirtying. Fog is about 
confusion.  Etc. 



Four Big Skills in Critical Reading So Far this year…. 
Christ Figures ! Thirty-three years old when last seen, Unmarried and/or celibate, Wounded or marked in the hands, feet, or 
side, crown of thorns, Sacrificing him/herself for others –doesn’t have to be willing, In agony, Good with children, Good with 
loaves, fish, water, wine, Employed as a carpenter, Known to use humble modes of transportation, Believed to have walked on 
water (or done something so great as to be unbelievable), Known to have spent time alone in the wilderness (not necessarily 
literally outdoors), Believed to have had a confrontation with the devil, possibly tempted, Last seen in the company of thieves, 
Creator of wise sayings or aphorisms, Buried (literal or metaphorical) and back to life on the third day (literal or metaphorical), 
Had disciples (12 optional), Very forgiving, Came to redeem an unworthy world 

 
Vampires "  essentially about exploitation and one person or system that puts his/its desires/needs ahead of everything and 
everyone else; it doesn’t take a “vampire” to be about “vampires.” 
 
Heart Disease/Illness "  the type of illness bears symbolic weight 
 
Blindness "  is as much about seeing/not seeing reality as it is about physical blindness; when we notice the WORD 
blind/see/sight/eyes repeated, that’s a signal that there may be a blindness motif in play, even when there is not a blind 
character 

 
 
3. Reading for MEMORY 

Bible, Mythology, Shakespeare !authors use names, quotes, situations, titles and characters from these sources, we use 
resonance test to determine 

 
 
4. Reading for PATTERN 

Tragedy "  Humpty Dumpty – a character who starts in a HIGH POSITION falls due to an error in judgement (hamartia, 
often hubris). Typically the character has a moment of recognition (anagnorisis) prior to SPLAT. 
 
Hero’s Journey ! The prototypical quest narrative: a call, a threshold guardian, a threshold, the initiation into being a hero 
(challenges), the abyss, transformation and revelation 
 
School Stories ! A sub-genre of the hero’s journey which takes place at a boarding school. The protagonist’s quest is for 
maturity, and s/he experiences a coming of age by the end. 

 
Quest !Every story is a quest.  And the quest is always for self-knowledge, even if there is a grail to be found or a dragon to 
slay. 


